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Beyond Neoclassical Economics 1996
this introduction to the main heterodox schools of economic thought
examines their main concepts and their critiques of mainstream theory
the schools examined include austrian economics geo economics the
virginia school of political economy feminist economics humanist
economics institutional economics and nondeterminist marxism the aim of
these essays is to understand the ideas and methodology of these
approaches and also to explain why there are different approaches to
economics and how the various schools relate to each other

Approaches to Economic Well-being 1985
essays on economic policy and welfare in canada considers economic
theory and social theory basis of welfare economics discusses the
economic policy of the welfare state and the role of the individual
looks at the measurement of economic well being i e standard of living
and economic conditions esp in regard to consumption examines
theoretical and practical issues of tax reform and environmental policy
references statistical tables

Theoretical Approaches to Economic Growth and
Development 2021-11-11
this book provides the theoretical and analytical background critical to
understand the process of economic development and growth at the
beginning of the 21st century this book adopts an interdisciplinary
approach using concepts borrowed from related disciplines such as
politics anthropology psychology business and more the core theme of
this book is the argument that different theoretical approaches
constitute excellent creative contributions the study of which is
necessary for a complete understanding of development and growth thus
this book stands out for its theoretical pluralistic character the first
part of the book provides an introduction to essential methodology terms
for the theory of economic development and growth while the second part
outlines important concepts of economic behavior part three focuses on
the sources of economic growth and their evolution throughout history
and pays special attention to the main theories related to economic
growth as well as to the growth and development implications of covid 19
the book ends with an analysis of international financial architecture
and the consolidated financial transaction framework

Alternative Approaches to Economic Theory 2019
the 2007 2008 financial crisis exposed the shortcomings of mainstream
economic theory with economists unprepared to deal with it in the face
of this a major rethinking of economics seems necessary and in
presenting alternative approaches to economic theory this book
contributes to the rebuilding of the discipline this volume brings
together contributions from different perspectives and theoretical
approaches that address the challenge of updating the economic theory
corpus and seek to recover prestige for this discipline after the
failure of neoclassical economics it addresses a range of topics
including the complexity approach to economics category theory the post
keynesian approach to micro and macroeconomics financialisation
multidimensional analysis and ecological economics the book is aimed at



economics scholars researchers academics and practitioners as well as
upper undergraduates and graduates in this area of knowledge it may also
be of interest for people interested in methodological issues in
economics and the relationship between economic theory and the real
world

Approaches and Processes for Managing the
Economics of Information Systems 2014-01-31
this book explores the value of information and its management by
highlighting theoretical and empirical approaches in the economics of
information systems providing insight into how information systems can
generate economic value for businesses and consumers provided by
publisher

Economic Approaches to Organizations 2014-08-01
highly accessible and relevant in today s economic environment economic
issues today offers a unique approach to understanding what the practice
of economics is all about the authors cover fourteen current economic
issues providing for each an analysis and proposed solution from three
different ideological perspectives conservative liberal and radical the
book is written specifically for an undergraduate audience it requires
no background in economic analysis and avoids economic jargon in favor
of plain everyday language copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Economic Issues Today 2005
this ground breaking new textbook takes a thematic approach to the
history of economic thought introducing current economic issues and
examining the relevant arguments of key economists by taking this
innovative approach the book sets these pivotal ideas in a contemporary
context helping readers to engage with the material and see the
applications to today s society and economy based on courses developed
by the authors the text introduces a range of perspectives and
encourages critical reflection upon neoclassical economics through
exposure to a broader spectrum of sometimes conflicting propositions
readers are able to evaluate the strengths weaknesses and relevance of
different economic theories recharting the history of economic thought
is an invaluable companion for those taking courses in the history of
economic thought the development of economic ideas developing economic
thinking or economic thought and policy it will also appeal to anyone
looking for an introduction to pluralist approaches to economics

Recharting the History of Economic Thought
2020-04-08
a major problem of conventional economic theory as applied to long run
economic change is its unduly narrow and static character which
compromises its capacity to handle conceptually a social process
inherently systemic complex and dynamic at the same time there is a
growing realization in relevant government and industrial circles
reinforced by the example of japan that effective economic policy making
needs a strategic and therefore a technological content long run
economics suggests a more realistic conceptual framework for the



analysis of economic and technological change borrowing from other
disciplines such as sociology psychology and biology the authors develop
a model that is evolutionary and systemic in character special emphasis
is given to the role of information flows in the innovative process
while the overall argument is illustrated by two case studies
photovoltaics and fuel ethanol finally the book stresses the strategic
importance of science and technology policy and the role of appropriate
institutions in facilitating long run economic change

Long-run Economics 2013-11-07
the second edition of this user friendly book provides a clear and
original introduction to the theory of economic growth the book has been
fully updated to incorporate several important new results and proofs
and offers a new solution to the fundamental question how much should a
nation save and invest

Economic Growth 2016-12
in march 1997 we launched the japan association for evolutionary
economics jafee to gather the academic minds that out of dissatisfaction
with established dynamic approaches were separately searching for new
approaches to economics to our surprise and joy as many as 500members
including graduate students joined us later that year prof horst hanusch
then president of the international oseph a schumpeter society remarked
that such a start would take a couple of decades in europe to prepare
for since then we have been developing our activities incessantly not
only in terms of the number of members but also in terms of the
intensity of international academic exchange originally the planning of
this book came about as the successful outcome of our fourth annual
conference organized as an international one jafee 2000 incorporat ing
other international contributions related to our preceding conferences
this book has eventually turned out to be one of the most enterprising
anthologies on evolu tionary economics ever published specifically it
contains excellent papers on such topics as streams of evolutionary
economics evolutionary nonlinear dynamics experimental economics and
evolution multiagent systems and complexity new frontiers for
evolutionary economics and economic heresies in short this book will
provide a vivid and full fledged picture of up to date evolutionary
economics

Evolutionary Controversies in Economics
2001-08-01
experimental economics is a rapidly growing field of inquiry and there
currently exist several textbooks and surveys describing the results of
laboratory experiments in economics this primer however is the first
hands on guide to the physical aspects of actually conducting
experiments in economics it tells researchers teachers and students in
economics how to deal with human subjects how to design meaningful
laboratory environments how to design experiments how to conduct
experiments and how to analyse and report the data it also deals with
methodological issues it can be used to structure an undergraduate or
graduate course in experimental economics



Experimental Methods 1994-01-28
this important volume illustrates the intellectual advances that account
for a unified view of economies and societies the editors and
contributors discuss and analyze the interaction between political
economic legal and social forces with examples from both developing and
developed countries

A New Institutional Approach to Economic
Development 2001
agent based modeling simulation is an emergent approach to the analysis
of social and economic systems it provides a bottom up experimental
method to be applied to social sciences such as economics management
sociology and politics as well as some engineering fields dealing with
social activities this book includes selected papers presented at the
sixth international workshop on agent based approaches in economic and
social complex systems held in taipei in 2009 we have 39 presentations
in the conference and 14 papers are selected to be included in this
volume these 14 papers are then grouped into six parts agent based
financial markets financial forecasting and investment cognitive
modeling of agents complexity and policy analysis agent based modeling
of good societies and miscellany the research presented here shows the
state of the art in this rapidly growing field

Agent-Based Approaches in Economic and Social
Complex Systems VI 2011-01-12
summary of ten lectures delivered in march 1965 to a study course of the
institute

Approaches to Economic Development 1965
transition economies experience transformation of their economic system
following the disintegration of the soviet union a number of former
socialist countries underwent transitions from central planning to a
market economy more generally many rapidly growing economies undergo no
less profound transformations of their economic systems contrary to
common misconception the transition process cannot be simply reduced to
eliminating state intervention and liberalizing the economy economies
under transition exhibit a unique set of policy challenges unlike
developed market economies missing markets or market failures abound
economic transformation takes the form of rapidly evolving patterns of
international trade and investment industrial structure and consumption
these changes call for appropriate public policies a continuing flow of
investment hinges on suitable institutions the provision of public
infrastructure and other public goods adequate regulation can be central
in ensuring that environmental resources are sustainably managed and
sophisticated production systems call for corresponding social
institutions in terms of education health and welfare provisions in all
these cases accurate empirical assessments are central to the design of
effective policy this book presents a selection of pressing economic and
social issues in transition economies selected issues include the
development of particular industrial sectors the drivers and
consequences of foreign direct investment public finances urbanization



social indicators environmental policy and energy diversification in
each case an original empirical analysis is performed using a variety of
advanced quantitative methods applied to recent data the book will be of
interest to economists studying transition economies economic
development or having a general interest in applied economics it will be
of particular interest to applied economists policy analysts and policy
makers in transition economies concerned with the shape and direction of
appropriate economic reforms

Applied Economics for Development: Empirical
Approaches to Selected Social and Economic
Issues in Transition Economies 2018-01-15
focusing mainly on the staple theory this collection of essays clearly
shows the impact the great staple trades from cod and fur to newsprint
and oil had upon canadian history other significant frames of reference
the role of government the development of commercial agriculture the
climate of enterprise and capital formation are also represented

Approaches to Canadian Economic History 1988
the social sciences study knowing subjects and their interactions a
cognitive turn based on cognitive science has the potential to enrich
these sciences considerably cognitive economics belongs within this
movement of the social sciences it aims to take into account the
cognitive processes of individuals in economic theory both on the level
of the agent and on the level of their dynamic interactions and the
resulting collective phenomena this book is a result of a three year
experiment in interdisciplinary cooperation in cognitive economics it
has the advantage of reflecting joint long term work between economists
specialists in cognitive science physicists mathematicians and computer
scientists the main aim of the book is to enable any researcher
interested in cognitive economics whatever his or her original
speciality to grasp essential landmarks in this emerging field part i of
the book provides disciplinary bases part ii is focused on advanced
research

Cognitive Economics 2004-01-08
seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject economics international
economic relations grade 1 0 johannes gutenberg university mainz
professur fur volkswirtschaftslehre insb wirtschaftspolitik und
internationale makrookonomik prof dr beatrice weder di mauro language
english abstract as a result of the worldwide financial crisis which
occurred in 2007 an intensive discussion about preventing possible
future crisis like that has arisen one of the key points in these
debates is the necessity to protect the economy from negative effects of
failing financial institutions these can be dramatic what you can see by
reflecting the facts of the recent crisis that is characterized by big
bank failures and so caused domino effects thus it is very important to
reduce the so called systemic relevance of financial institutions but
the design of a framework that contains systemic risk effectively is not
just a simple task because you have to consider a couple of factors in
view of creating an effective solution this paper presents a short
overview of the issue of hazard that is caused by systemic relevant
institutions sifi and the content of the actual debate by illustrating



the costs the institutions cause and the presentation and evaluation of
several approaches of economic experts with regard to the topic of
reducing systemic relevance finally the paper tries to draw a conclusion

Approaches in Dealing with Systemically
Important Financial Institution Sifi 2013-09
this book provides a systematic approach to analyzing macroeconomic
developments focusing on macroeconomic accounts analysis and the effects
of selected policies on a nation s economy the first part of the book
describes the data accounts and analysis of the four main macroeconomic
sectors real external fiscal and monetary and discusses the accounting
and economic relations among these sectors using a flow of funds
approach key indicators are presented for each sector and used to show
how macroeconomic developments can be assessed and problems identified
the second part of the book discusses fiscal monetary and exchange rate
policy and their economic implications these policies along with
selected structural reforms are compared along several dimensions and
shown how they can be used in various combinations or individually to
address a variety of macroeconomic difficulties contents
prefacemacroeconomic accounts and analysis introduction to macroeconomic
accounts analysis and related policy issuesreal sector accounts and
analysisexternal sector accounts and analysisfiscal sector accounts and
analysismonetary sector accounts and analysisinterrelations among
macroeconomic sectors and the flow of fundsmacroeconomic policies and
their application fiscal policymonetary policyexchange rate policyusing
macroeconomic and structural policies to attain macroeconomic objectives
readership students researchers and academics studying or teaching
macroeconomics keywords macroeconomics macroeconomic data macroeconomic
policy macroeconomic objectives macroeconomic accounts macroeconomic and
structural policiesreview key features unique treatment of the subject
focus on accounts indicators and data rather than theory the only
similar book is about 20 years oldthe information presented enables
readers to identify important developments and problems in national
economies without the need to make economic forecasts this distinguishes
this book from books on financial programmingthe coverage of
macroeconomic policies allows readers to suggest ways of responding to
macroeconomic developments and difficulties through combinations of
fiscal monetary exchange rate and structural economic policies

Macroeconomic Analysis And Policy: A Systematic
Approach 2017-12-26
this book explores an alternative approach to the conventional market
based view of economic theory and economic policy at theoretical
numerical and applicable levels the chapters provide a theoretical
empirical and algorithmic approach to marcodynamics sraffian economics
and current policy issues post keynesian macroeconomics business cycle
theory the trade cycle microfoundations and the philips machine are also
covered this book aims to challenge orthodox ideas and provide a lens
through which to honour the work of stefano zambelli it will be of
relevant to students and academics interested in economics



Keynesian, Sraffian, Computable and Dynamic
Economics 2021-03-08
written in a way that facilitates understanding of complex concepts laws
and policy production growth and the environment an economic approach
explores how economic growth usually makes people better off but also
asks at what environmental cost these costs are not often realized until
after the fact when their remediation is more expensive

Production, Growth, and the Environment
2014-09-02
the best of current thinking in marxist anthropology on the inter
relationships of economies polities and kinship systems is encompassed
in these eleven papers by fourteen authors part i petty production
targets petty producers in diverse political economic contexts ranging
from the linen industry in eighteenth century northern ireland to
entrepreneurship in contemporary china part ii kinship in political
economy analyzes the consequences of production sysems for social
organization and social reproduction among languedoc viticulturalists
bolivian aymara and the cheyenne their work encourages us to rethink the
complex interdependence of kinship and political economy part iii the
state as economic actor examines the role of state power as arbiter of
investment surplus flows and labor markets analyzing the impact of state
policy on the economic fate of particular populations peruvian and
portuguese peasants tongans indigenous peoples in the united statesóin
the context of larger political economic systems contributors include
hill gates marilyn cohen leigh binford scott cook jane l collins winnie
lem alice b kehoe john h moore david nugent timothy j finan roger w fix
mark l langworthy christine ward gailey and alice littlefield co
published with the society for economic anthropology

Marxist Approaches in Economic Anthropology 1991
now revised and updated to reflect critical changes in economic policy
since the last edition macroeconomic issues today eighth edition
provides conservative liberal and radical interpretations and solutions
for seven current macroeconomic issues including all new coverage of the
social security debate an instructor s manual with a test bank and
discussion questions is available to professors who adopt the text and
powerpoint downloads are available as teaching aids

Macroeconomic Issues Today 2015-02-18
this is a book on deterministic and stochastic growth theory and the
computational methods needed to produce numerical solutions exogenous
and endogenous growth models are thoroughly reviewed special attention
is paid to the use of these models for fiscal and monetary policy
analysis modern business cycle theory the new keynesian macroeconomics
the class of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models can be all
considered as special cases of models of economic growth and they can be
analyzed by the theoretical and numerical procedures provided in the
textbook analytical discussions are presented in full detail the book is
self contained and it is designed so that the student advances in the
theoretical and the computational issues in parallel excel and matlab



files are provided on an accompanying website see preface to the second
edition to illustrate theoretical results as well as to simulate the
effects of economic policy interventions the structure of these program
files is described in numerical exercise type of sections where the
output of these programs is also interpreted the second edition corrects
a few typographical errors and improves some notation

Economic Growth 2014-07-02
highly accessible and relevant in today s economic environment economic
issues today provides a unique approach to understanding what the
practice of economics is all about carson covers 14 current economic
issues providing for each an analysis and proposed solution from three
different ideological perspectives conservative liberal and radical

Economic Issues Today 1987
poverty still persists in today s low income countries despite decades
of international aid and extensive research on the determinants of
growth and development the book argues that meeting this challenge
requires a holistic understanding of the context specific factors that
influence economic behavior and structures in poor countries contextual
development economics approaches this task by offering a methodology
that allows analysing the dynamic interrelations between economic
cultural and historical determinants of economic life in low income
countries the book starts with an empirical inquiry into the economic
characteristics of low income countries that create the context by which
the specific forms of organising economic activity in these countries
are determined it then looks at how different generations of development
economists sought to explain economic realities in low income countries
from the 1940s through today the book finally synthesises the results
from this empirical and methodological analysis with insights from an
inquiry into contributions of the german historical school from which it
borrows the concept of the economic style as a methodological
alternative to the universal and hence often irrelevant models of
mainstream development economics this book offers a promising
perspective for the future of development economics that will be of
interest to researchers and development practitioners alike it will also
be relevant for academics and students with an interest in applications
of the method and concepts of the historical school to contemporary
problems

Contextual Development Economics 2012-12-27
this edited volume presents a multi perspectival inquiry into the models
that have shaped the study of ancient economies in past decades the
contributions collected here respond to the prevailing tendency to
measure ancient mediterranean economies using methods and techniques
designed for assessing the performance of modern economies considering a
range of approaches that might generate a more socially and morally
attuned history of the ancient mediterranean the volume explores the
challenges of quantification and critically examines the ideological
assumptions implicit within the models usually applied to the study of
ancient economic performance the chapters advocate for more inclusive
alternatives to traditional ideas of growth that take factors such as
social inequality fairness wellbeing and the relationship between humans
and the natural environment into consideration the book examines through



a series of different questions the importance of querying the
appropriateness of economic methods from an ethical or socially aware
position rather than condemning older models methods and points of view
for their inadequacies this book focuses on leveraging the benefits from
existing methods in economics and suggesting new frameworks to reach
toward historical approaches that are both methodologically
sophisticated and attuned to the moral ethical and political concerns of
the twenty first century this book will be a valuable resource for
interdisciplinary researchers in economics economic history ancient
history and archaeology

Models, Methods, and Morality 2024-06-17
developed fifty years ago by the national bureau of economic research
the analytic methods of business cycles and economic indicators enable
economists to forecast economic trends by examining the repetitive
sequences that occur in business cycles the methodology has proven to be
an inexpensive and useful tool that is now used extensively throughout
the world in recent years however significant new developments have
emerged in the field of business cycles and economic indicators this
volume contains twenty two articles by international experts who are
working with new and innovative approaches to indicator research they
cover advances in three broad areas of research the use of new
developments in economic theory and time series analysis to rationalise
existing systems of indicators more appropriate methods to evaluate the
forecasting records of leading indicators particularly of turning point
probability and the development of new indicators

Leading Economic Indicators 1991
international experts discuss new applications for evolutionary
economics

Explaining Process and Change 1992
economic concepts and techniques presented through a series of big
questions models that show how to pose a questions rigorously and work
toward an answer this book helps readers master economic concepts and
techniques by tackling fundamental economic and political questions
through a series of models it is organized around a sequence of big
questions among them when do markets help translate individuals
uncoordinated selfish actions into outcomes that are best for all do
markets change people and if so for worse or better translated into the
language of modern economics do marx s ideas have merit why is there so
much income inequality or is there too little the arguments are in the
theorem proof format distinguishing results derived in the context of
fully specified models from educated speculation readers will learn how
to pose a question rigorously and how to work toward an answer and to
appreciate that even especially the broadest and most ambitious
questions call for a model the goal of the book is not to indoctrinate
but to show readers how to reason toward their own conclusions the first
chapter on the walrasian model of general equilibrium serves as the
prerequisite for the rest of the book the remaining chapters cover less
conventional topics including the morality of markets matching theory
marxism socialism and the resilience of markets a formalization of kant
s categorical imperative unintended consequences of policy design and
theories of justice the book can be used as a textbook for advanced



undergraduate or graduate students or as a resource for researchers in
disciplines that draw on normative economics

Lectures on Microeconomics 2018-08-21
explores the fresh paradigms of religious economics and economies of
religion under the scope of transdisciplinary and international
perspectives this title examines and appraises some of the theoretical
developments and methodological innovations in religious and social
sciences

Economics of Religion 2011-10-25
after a postwar period with extensive use of public service models and
macroeconomically orchestrally planned regimes the 1980s and the early
1990s saw a reversion to a more liberal style of economic regulation in
western europe the movement from one type of regulatory regime to
another illustrates the paradigmatic character of economic organization
and as a result a thorough investigation of the basic assumptions behind
the choice of regulatory direction is required at this deep level
regulatory issues are beyond a single social science discipline and much
of the literature on economic regulation is specialized and too narrow
to address the issues involved with contribution from economists
economic sociologists and political scientists this volume addresses
core issues raised by the new regulatory style of governance

Place Based Approaches to Sustainability Volume
II 2001-08-03
this book is the first of its kind to use austrian subjectivism to
analyze issues in economic development unlike scholars in mainstream
neoclassical economics who explain economic development by quantitative
growth models this book attempts to understand economic progress in
human agency perspective in this approach human agency is placed at the
centre of economic analysis this book begins with a review of the
theories of economic development in the history of austrian economics
with the intention of extending the contributions of major austrian
economists to development economics after pointing out the weaknesses in
the orthodox neoclassical approach to economic growth the book then puts
forward a subjectivist methodology which integrates the contributions of
max weber alfred schutz and austrian economists to interpret economic
phenomena and policies this chapter also serves as a methodological
foundation for arguments elaborated in subsequent chapters the rest of
the book discusses important issues in economic development namely
entrepreneurial process national capabilities innovation trade
government transition and catching up strategies for firms in latecomer
economies the book ends with concluding remarks and a proposal for a new
research agenda in economic development this book is well written free
from mathematics and is highly readable it adds new insights not only in
economics but also in management politics and social sciences it will be
useful to scholars policy makers and students in economic development
entrepreneurship theory of the firm management of innovation government
policy economic sociology austrian and evolutionary economics



Approaches and Dilemmas in Economic Regulation
2023-09-04
sustainable development remains a significant issue in a globalized
world requiring new economic standards and practices for the betterment
of the environment as well as the world economy however sustainable
economics must manage environmental solutions to issues on multiple
levels and within various disciplines there is a need for studies that
seek to understand how environmental economics and governance within
small and large sectors affect the capability and wellbeing of the
global economy advanced integrated approaches to environmental economics
and policy emerging research and opportunities is an essential
publication that focuses on the strategic role of environmental issues
within the global economy while highlighting topics such as
complementary currency reusable waste and urban planning this book is
ideally designed for policymakers environmental lawyers economists
sociologists politicians academicians researchers and students seeking
current research on increasing an organization s sustainable performance
at both public and private levels

New perspectives on economic development 1983
coverage of modern topics and more modern treatment of conventional
topics examples include an integrated treatment of game theory ologopoly
a more detailed treatment of sunk costs and consumer surplus two
chapters devoted to costs and cost curves as well as a section on
consumer surplus which includes concepts of compensating and equivalent
variations

Dynamic Economic Systems 1968

The Meaning and Validity of Economic Theory
2019-10-11

Advanced Integrated Approaches to Environmental
Economics and Policy: Emerging Research and
Opportunities 1986

Contemporary Economics 2002

Microeconomics
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